
ProTotal Series 

Electrical Desk ProTotal P1000 type 
                      

 

 

P1000 – signalling and command desk P1000 – monitoring and command desk  

Destination 

The desks are designed for various applications in different sectors, in complexe installations in all of the industry, in 

agriculture, water treatment, producing and transport of the electrical energy. According to customer's requests it can be 

manufactured as it follows:  

    -  command ;                                                       

    -  display, recording ; 

    -  controll ;                                                           

    -  metering ; 

    -  automatation ;                                                 

    -  signals and data remote transmission;  

    -  electrical and nonelectrical metering units; 

 

Components 

The component elements of the desks are modular and standardized, as it follows: 

            -  The pedestal. Is made of double pickled, treated and electrostatic painted steel sheet with different lengths up to 

1600 mm and depths of 400 and 500mm. It can be fabricated in 2 versions:         

                        >    PP type                                                                   

                        >    PU type 

            -  The mounting panel of the pedestal.  

            -  The door of the pedestal. 

            -   The console. Is made of double pickled, treated and electrostatic painted steel sheet with different lengths up to 

1600 mm and depths of 400 and 500mm. It can be fabricated in 3 versions:  

                         >    CP type                           

                         >    CU type                         

                         >    CA type 

            -  The console's mounting panel 

            -  The console's door 

            -  The table Is made of double pickled, treated and electrostatic painted steel sheet. 

It can be fabricated in 3 versions:  

                        >    DUD type                                                                  

                        >    DUI type. 

            -   Montage elements . Beams, frames, apparature supports. 

            -   Electrical equipment : 

                        >  secondary and primary communication apparature ; 

                        >  electronical cards drawers, plcs, relays ; 

                        >  asignaling, metering, display apparature ; 

                        >  voltage and current transformers ; 
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Operating conditions 

• montage                                interior 

• 24 h environmental average temperature               35˚C 

• storage and transport temperature     -33 : +50˚C 

• operating environmental temperature     -40 : +50˚C 

• climatical fabrication                    N3 

• relative humidity     90% at 20˚C 

• maximal altitude             2000 m 

• lifetime                20 years 

 

Constructive versions 

The constructive versions can be different because of the following characteristics: 

  -   Type, dimmenssions and the versions of combinations table, console, pedestal  

  -   Protection degree                       IP 43 ; IP 54                                                          
  -   Electrical equipment                  according to the requests 

  -   standard colour                           RAL 7032 

  -   special colours                             one or two colours 

 

Installation 

• The mounting of the desks can be done in 2 ways: 

-  directly on the concrete floor with dowels; 

-  on scaffolds or other addapted supports; 

• The cable access is done in the bottom side 


